Draft news release
INAUGURAL ALPHA AVIATION AWARD TO CTC WINGS CADET
Alpha Aviation Limited today announced an ongoing partnership with
CTC Aviation Training (NZ) Limited through the establishment of an
annual award and trophy to promote excellence within the aviation
industry.
The award has a value of NZ$8,000 and will be presented annually to
the CTC Wings Cadet who displays a commitment to excellence and
outstanding achievement in training. The award is comprised of a
bursary payment and a travel package from the United Kingdom to
New Zealand for both the recipient and a companion.
In announcing the inaugural award, Alpha Aviation Managing Director,
Richard Sealy paid tribute to the close relationship shared by the two
companies.
“As foundation members of the Waikato aviation cluster, it seems
fitting that we have consequently forged a strong business
relationship. CTC Aviation and Alpha share many similarities – we both
are new to the New Zealand aviation industry – we both have strong
and committed shareholders – we both are located within a few
minutes of each other in Hamilton. Most importantly, we both share a
commitment to excellence in our respective fields.
Earlier this year, CTC Aviation entered into contracts for the supply
of 26 Alpha Aviation aircraft to update and expand their training
fleet.
“CTC Aviation was one of the first clients to place orders with us and
in doing so placed great faith in the Alpha team and our aircraft.
Subsequently, we have had unprecedented international and domestic
demand for our aircraft and as a result, we are very confident of
Alpha Aviation’s future success,” he said.
Mr Sealy says that the significant value and unique nature of the
award will be a useful incentive to promote continued excellence
within the CTC Wings programme.
“We believe the award will be strongly contested by the CTC Wings
trainees, inevitably increasing standards beyond their present high
levels of excellence and benefiting both the trainees and the
international standing of the CTC Wings programme,” he said.
The recipient of the 2006 Alpha Aviation Award and Trophy was Mike
Vickers …….. [ info still to be supplied by Heather]
[ends]
For further information, please contact Mr Richard Sealy, Managing Director,
Alpha Aviation Limited. Phone (07) 843 7070 or (021) 721 559.
www.alphaaviation.co.nz
RD2, Hamilton, New Zealand
Ingram Road, Hamilton 2021, New Zealand
Phone +64 7 843 7070 - Fax 64 7 843 8040

Editor’s notes:
CTC Aviation Group plc is a leading world airline pilot training
organisation headquartered in the United Kingdom. The majority of
their pilot cadets’ complete basic training through their New Zealand
subsidiary, CTC Aviation Training (NZ) located at Hamilton Airport.

